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extraordinarily developed." A vast deal ot ready
scriptural knowledge and mythological lore, is not a
pre-requisite to one's being a Guru. Like the wiser man
of the two in Ramakrishna's story, who did not bother
to count the myriad leaves of the tree in a garden but
ate only its fruit, he takes into himself only the beautiful
lessons, the gems of truths ensconced in the leviathan pile      ^
of the Shastras. And these lessons are not flashy distilled
things, in the words of Francis Bacon, but the very
essence of spirituality, the perfect white that alone can
claim to replace all the colours ot the rainbow, since it
contains them all. He hears the symphony in the
polyphony. As Heraclitus says, "From discords (weave)
the most beautiful harmony/' Although the universe,
in the nature of things, is a polyphony, under the master-
hand of the great orchist a splendid symphony is evolved
out of the keyboard. And only a trained car enjoys the
concert, singing of God the Father and Man the Brother,
while each musician hears but the sound ot his own
instrument! "He sees himself in all and all in himself."
The Sadhaka ever needs such a Guru as the mediator
between the seen and the unseen. Lucy learning humanity
from the willow and sublimity from the grand moving
masses of clouds in the heavens, sitting in the lap of Nature
which is both law and impulse, and "sermons in stones,
books in the running brooks, and good in everything"—
may sound very well as poetical figures, but unless we      1
have "a heart that watches and receives", unless the lotus
of our heart becomes full-blown by the touch of the* soft
moon-beam of TaUva-jnan, radiating from the Guru (to
use a classic metaphor), even these natural never-failing
teachers are of no help to us. The Mystic Quest in the
external Nature may indeed lead us, in rare moments of
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